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MEASUREMENTOF THE P_TIO OF THE REALTO THE IMAGINARY PARTOF THE FORWARD

NUCLEARAMPLITUDEFOR PP ELASTIC SCATTERING AT _S = 1.8 TeV

SHE_ S_
Fermi National AcceleratorLaboratory, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

Experiment E710 at Fermilab has measured the ratio of the real to the imaginary part of
the forward nuclear elastic scattering amplitude, p, for _p elastic scattering at
_$ = 1.8 TeV. The result is p=0.140_.069.

Introduction the sum of the nuclear elastic rate Nn, and

The elastic differential cross section for the inelastic rate Ninel, we have,
_p scattering is given by a sum of three N n + Niael = Lo t (5)

terms - a Coulomb term, a nuclear term The total nuclear elastic rate is,and an interference term. m

O2(!+ pS)
dcrc= 4=a2(/tc)=G4(t) (1) N a = _dltl

e-mU
dt ItJ2 16_(/tc) 20

o_tt(l+P 2) (6)
don (_tt(1+ P2) e-Bltl (2) = L 16=(t_c)2Bclt= _/m=_

d_cn= G(P- G_)(YtG2(t) eBltl/2 (3) Substitutingeq.6 intoeq.5, we get,

where, G(t) is the electromagneticform L=Nin_ (_tI-(rt(l+P_) (7)16zB(/tc)9-

factorofthe proton,atisthe totalnuclear Using eq.7 forluminosity,we can write
cross section,B is the nuclear slope the differentialcrosssectiongivenby eqs.
parameter,p isthe ratioofthe realtothe
imaginary part of the forward nuclear 1,2 and 3,interms ofNinel,(_t,P and B.
elasticscatteringamplitude,¢ isthe phase
of the Coulomb amplitude relative to the Data taking for elastic event_

nuclear amplitude I, and als the fine Pot1 Pot3 Pot5 Pot7
structure constant. The scattering is _| ..^. |[------_|_
dominated by the Coulomb term at small
Itland by thenuclearterm at leargerItI.

Measurements in some intermediate Pot2 Pot4 Pot6 Pot8
range around Itl=.001(GeV/c)2,where the m

interference term is significant, are pp COLUSK)N
required for determining p. Fig 1 Elastic Scattering Detectors (pots).

dN/dt interms of Ninel,at,p andB The locationofthe elasticscatteringdetec-torsis shown schematicallyin figure1.
The t-distributionofelastically The detectorsare described ',nref.[2].

scatteredparticlesisgivenby, Elasticevents have particlesdetectedin
dN=Lda

dt (4) pots I and 8 orpots2 and 7. The dataweretaken in dedicated runs during two
where L is the luminosity.Writing the periodsin November 1988 and December
totalnuclear interactionrate,Nt=La t,as 1988.Sixprotonbunches collidedwith six

antiproton bunches. The beams were
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scraped to enable the pots to be placed at dN wm i _small scatteringangles.The luminosity ----=f dXo dYodxdx'dy'

was 1026cm2s'1.The activeregionofthe dy =_ .._ X ll'lY'l

chambers was 2.2 mm from the centerof exp(_X_o/2a_o)exp(_yo2/2a2)the beam. The detectors covered the x

t-range 0.0006 _t_ 0.142 (GeV/c) 2. _/2Xaxo _/2_ay o

The projection of the scattering angle in

the horizontal plane, ex, can be written in exp[-{x-X o -(x'L z / Lx.)}2 /2a2x.]terms of the displacement, x, of the scat- ×-- "
tered particle from the ideal orbit, recor- _,/2zaz'

ded at the detector, the displacements x0 exp[-{Y-Y°-(y'Ly/LY')}2t/2a'2"']
and z0 inthex and z directionsofthecolli- x 3j

sion from the center of the collision _2Xay,

region,the initialangle ax of the collid- where xI and x2 are the x-limitsof the
ingparticlewith respecttothe idealorbit, detectorin pot 1,and Xl',x2'and Yl',Y2'
and the transport matrix elements arethex and y limitsofthedetectorinpot

between the center of the interaction 8.We have taken the distributionsin X 0

re_ionand the detector,Lx and m x , as, andY 0 tobe gaussians with widths aX0

9x = (x- X o) / Lx, Oy ffi(y- Yo) / Ly, with and ay0 respectively. The integral can be
X o = 8x+ mxX o + azL x writtenas a sum of terms each of which

Yo = 8y+ myy o+ ayLy factorizes into a function of y and a
where 8xisthedifferencebetween theac- functionofNinel,at,p and B.
tualpositionoftheparticleatthede_._or d_N

and therecordedposition,due totheresol- "_y = Z F-q'(Ninel,at'p'B)Ki(Y) (8)i

utionofthedetector. This function,with Ninel determined

Function fit to y-dlstrlbutions from our measurement of the inelastic
We define, interaction rate, was fit to the experi-

mental distributions to extract the values

ff (x-Xo)2 (Y-Y0)21 92 |09-) and B. The measurement of the
L_ + L_ J = LxLy F(p of a t, pinelastic rate is described in ref. [ 3]. The

where p is the momentum of the incident effective lengths and beam- widths in the
particle, and for small 9, F is given by y-z plane, were determined using elastic
the sum of eqs 1, 2 and 3. events in which scattered particles went

through pots 1, 3, 6 and 8. The correspon-
ding quantities for the x-z plane wereX

Lx P obtained from the Accelerator Group.

y-distri]mtion or Elastic Events
Fig 3 shows the y-coordinate for the par-

Fig 2. Scattering in the x-z plane, ticle in pot 1 plotted against the y-coordi-
nate recorded in pot 8 for our elastic can-

The number of elastic events in which a didates. The elastic events lie along the
scattered particle strikes a strip of width positive diagonal. We see background
dy while the other particle strikes the other events close to the beam. The background
detector, is given by,
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was approximately equal to the signal at events in pots 1 and 2, was corrected for
3 mm from the beam. detector and trigger inefficiencies. The

25 nuclearpart of the resultingdistribution
was fitto a gaussian to determine the

"" forward direction in the y-z plane.
Finally, the distribution of the y-coordi-

20 nates measured from this forward

E direction was fit to the function in eq 8 to
® obtain at, p and B. Fig 4 shows the y-distri-
E 15 bution of ali our data with the best-fit curve
o superimposed.The result,includingall¢.

"- . . uncertainties, is, cTt= 72.8±3.1 mb,
E

10 p=0.140_.069, and Bf16.99±.47(GeV/c) "2.
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Fig3. Yl vs Y8 forelasticcandidates. _ 5
Due to the narrow momentum acceptance 4
(<1%) of the Tevatron,we do not have a 0 I 2 3 4 5
significantbackground arising from y2 (cre2)

inelastic_p collisions in our elastic Fig4. y-distributionofelasticevents.
sample. The background in our elastic
distributiQnisdue to uncorrelatedpairsof Conclusions
particlesin thetwo potsofan elasticcom- The values we obtain for cTt and p are

bination.The background in the elastic compatiblewith parametrizationsof at

sample,where the particlein pot i is at that have the pp and _p cross sections
Y=Yik and thatin potj isat Y=Yjl,can be becoming equaland goingsmoothlyintoa
written as, log2s behavior at very high energies4, 5.
Bij (Yik,Yjl) = cFi (y_)Fj (yjl) (9)

where Fi(Yik)describesthe shape ofthe Relkrences

distributionofbackground particlesinpot [1] G. B. West and D. R. Yennie,Phys.

i,and c is a normalizationconstant.The Ray.172 (1968)1413.
distributionsFi(Yik)forthe variouspots

[2] N.A. Amos et al., Phys. Lett. 247B
were obtained from events in which
particlepairs were recordedinpotsi and (1990)127.
7 or pots2 and 8. The constant c was [3]N. A. Amos etal.,Phys.Left.243B
obtainedby dividingthe number ofevents (1990)158.

in an off-diagonal region in fig 3, by an [4] U. Amaldi et al., Phys. Lett. 66]3
integral of the function in eq. 9 over the
same region.The background was then (1977)390.
subtracted from our elastic event sample. [5] M. M. Block and R. N. Cahn, Phys.
The y-distribution of the remaining Lett. 14913 (1984) 245.
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